This paper presents novel techniques for the cycle-accurate power macro-modeling of complex RTL components. The proposed techniques are based on the observation that RTL components often exhibit significantly different "power behavior" for different parts of the input space, making it difficult for a single conventional macro-model to accurately estimate the power dissipation over the entire input space. We address this problem by identifying and separating the input space into regions that display "similar" power behavior. We refer to these regions as the power modes of the component. We then construct separate macromodels for each region, and construct a function that, given the input trace to the component, selects an appropriate power mode (and hence macro-model) for use in each cycle.
I. Introduction
Power dissipation has become a mainstream design metric in the deep sub-micron system-on-chip age, due to the signal integrity and power delivery concems associated with deep submicron technologies. The increasing complexity of system chips has led to the adoption of high-level design methodologies in order to bridge the design productivity gap. High-level power estimation lies at the the confluence of these two trends, and is critical to supporting power budgeting and tradeoffs when designing the system architecture. The application of high-level power estimators is evolving from simple tasks like relative comparison of altemative designs with respect to their power dissipation, to sophisticated uses like chip-level power grid analysis and design, I-R drop calculation for static timing analysis, and hot-spot sensitive system floorplanning. This pervasive shift has significantly raised the requirements of the estimation accuracy. Many of the latter mentioned applications require absolute accuracy and cycle-by-cycle power estimates that can be correlated with functional and timing information.
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0-7695-083 1 -6/00 $10.00 0 2000 IEEE It is well known that power estimation is more accurate in lower-level power estimators, while higher-level power estimators display greater computational efficiency. Transistor and gate-level power estimation techniques have been well researched [ 1, 2, 3, 4] , and several commercial tools exist that are reasonably mature. While there has also been some research on high-level power estimation techniques [5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10, 11, 121, their limited accuracy has been one of the major challenges facing their widespread adoption.
High-level power estimators can be classified on the basis of the information they produce (e.g., spatial and temporal resolution of the power report), as well as the techniques employed (e.g., fast synthesis based, analytical, macro-modeling based, etc.). Aggregate estimators are those which, given a set of input vectors or sequences, report the average power dissipated in the circuit under the application of the complete set of vectors. Applications where power dissipation information needs to be correlated with functional or timing information (e.g., peak power constraints, transient hot-spot analysis, and "power debugging"), require power values on a cycle-by-cycle basis. In this paper, we present a novel technique to address the problem of improving the accuracy of high-level power estimation, in the context of a cycle-accurate macro-modeling based power estimation methodology. Macro-modeling, which we adopt and improve in this paper, is a commonly used technique for high-level power estimation. It formulates the power consumed (dependent variable), in terms of parameters (independent variables), that are easily observable at the high level of abstraction. Some examples of power macro-models are linear or non-linear equations .and look-up tables. The concept of cycle-accurate high-level macro-models was used in [lo, 113. A cycle-accurate macro-model gives the power dissipated in each cycle of operation, i.e., given a set of vectors, it gives the power dissipated by every vector pair applied to the circuit. If Pk is the power consumed by a module in cycle k, it can be defined as pk = F(Vk-l,Vk)
where, vk-1 and v k represent the input vectors for module at cycles k-1 and k respectively. Note that the above equation can be extended to account for the dependence of power consumption on any finite history of input values. In practice, the power dissipation of atomic RTL components (functional units, multiplexers/buses, and latches/registers) is amenable to being modeled by the above equation, and more complex blocks can be decomposed into these atomic components for power estimation. The function F is referred to as the macro-model. It is parameterized with respect to some variables, which can be derived from the input vector pair. The goal of the power macro-modeling (or characterization) process is to derive F itself. The inputs to the macro-modeling procedure are a set of characterization vectors and the corresponding cycle-by-cycle power consumption values (derived using an accurate lower-level power estimator on a gate-or transistor-level implementation). With minimal additional effort, cycle-accurate macro-models can also provide the average power dissipated (akin to the behavior of aggregate estimators).
This paper presents novel techniques for the cycle-accurate power macro-modeling of complex RTL components. The proposed techniques are based on the observation that RTL components often exhibit significantly different "power behavior" for different parts of the input space. We refer to these regions as the power modes of the component, since the relationship between the power dissipated and the parameters (independent variables) varies appreciably from one region to the another. We demonstrate that the use of area and performance optimized RTL components, including multi-functional units, ALUs, and functional units that perform complex operations, results in the presence of multiple power modes. Also the use of low-power design techniques such as operand isolation within the components themselves, causes this phenomenon. In the paper, we use the term "complex circuits", to refer to the class of RTL circuits which exhibit multiple power modes in their operation. Existing techniques for cycleaccurate macro-modeling [IO, 111 build a single macro-model to estimate power dissipation across all the power modes of a complex circuit. We show that the large variance in power behavior from one power mode to another, significantly limits the estimation accuracy of the existing macro-models .
We address this problem by adopting the following approach:
1. Given the RTL component, its characterization vectors, and its constituent power modes.
corresponding power data, we partition the input space into 2. We construct separate macro-models for each power mode (using existing macro-modeling techniques).
3. We construct a classification function that, given the input trace to the component, selects an appropriate power mode (and hence macro-model) for use in each cycle.
We need step 3 because our proposed technique builds multiple macro-models (one for each power mode) for any given complex circuit. Hence, when applying the power macro-model, for any given input vector, we need to know which one of the macromodels is to be invoked for estimating the power dissipated. Existing macro-modeling techniques do not require this step, since they build a single macro-model for the entire input space. The proposed techniques, and the resulting improvement obtained, are illustrated in the following section through a motivating example. We also present experimental results on several practical complex RTL components, and demonstrate that the proposed techniques result in significant reductions (up to 90 %) in the error of RTL macro-modeling compared to an accurate gate-level power estimator.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I1 gives the motivation for our work. Section 111 introduces the overall setup, while Section IV describes the individual components of the flow in detail. SectionV presents experimental results that demonstrate the merit of the proposed approach. 
Motivaltion
In this section, we provide the motivation for our work through an example. We compare the performances of our proposed macro-modeling technique and the conventional cycle-accurate: macro-modeling methods on an example circuit, and show the s i g nificant enhancement in power estimation accuracy obtained by the former. Consider circuit C5, which implements part of the greatest common divisor (GCD) algorithm [I 31 . It has two 8-bit inputs, x and y, and a 8-bit output, z. The tiehavioral description of the operation of circuit C5 is as follows: circuit, which uses several complex circuits (including C5) as basic blocks for implementing its desired functionality (say, RSA. security encryption, which needs GCD calculation). The righi: side shows the magnified high-level view of the internal structure of C5. Besides some generic performance optimizations, it uses a low-power design strategy called operand gating [ 11 enforced through the use of latches, L1 and L2 (see Figure 1 ). In the cycles where the subtractor is not doing useful computations, i.e., when i: is less than or equal to y , the inputs to the subtractor are "frozen", i.e., the latches L1 and L2 are disabled, thereby preventing the: new input values from entering the subtractor. The freezing 01' the inputs to the subtractor results in power saving, by eliminating unnecessary switching activity in the subtractor.
Initially, we built a conventional cycle-accurate macro-mode11 using a large set of randomly generated vectors known as the proJiling stimuli [ 10, 111 . This macro-model is referred to as mucromodelco,,,,,iona~. In order to study the power consumption be.. havior of C5, we plotted its power profile using the vectors of the: profiling stimuli. The profile is a two dimensional graph of the: actual power dissipated (Y-axis) as a function of the macro-modeil power estimate (X-axis). It is shown in Figure 2 . For every vector in the profiling stimuli, "actual power dissipated" is obtained from an accurate power simulator, and the "macro-model power estimate" is obtained by using the macro -model,o,,,,,io,,~. The resulting plot unambiguously shows the presence of two homoge-. neous regions, i.e., clusters, each having a distinct power dissipation characteristic. We can consider it cluster in the power profile: to be the visual manifestation of a power mode of the circuit. Figure 2 ) are said to be representative of "power mode 1" and "power mode 2", respectively.
We then applied the proposed cycle-accurate macro-modeling technique to circuit C5. We used an automated algorithm to separate the points (corresponding to the vectors of the profiling stimuli) in the power profile ( Fig. 2) into non-overlapping sets, where each set contains points belonging to a distinct cluster (power mode) of the plot (circuit). Since there are two clusters in Fig. 2 , we have two sets of vectors. Then, using the conventional approach, we built a unique cycle-accurate macro-model for each of the vector sets obtained. The two macro-models built by our approach are referred to as macro -modelpropo,,d. This scenario is illustrated in Figure. 3. The plot of the left shows the conventjonal macro-modeling approach. The line denoted by M is the macro-model built. This technique does not distinguish between the two power modes and builds one macro-model ( M ) for the entire input space. This conceptual behavior is illustrated by the broken line (in the left plot), which combines the distinct clusters into one region. The plot on the right shows the proposed macromodeling approach. Separate macro-models, M1 and M2, are built for power mode 1 and power mode 2 respectively. The macromodels (M, M1, M 2 ) shown in figure 3 are linear functions of the macro-modeling variables, but in general, any macro-modeling technique including non-linear functions, table-lookup, etc. can be used. Finally, we need a function, which will help us decide which one of the two macro-models (macro -modelproposed) to use for any given input. We call this function as the power mode ident$cation function (PIF). By examining the points in the clusters (in Figure 2) , we make the following observations: 1. A very large percentage (>98 %) of the points in the upper cluster (further of the two clusters from the X-axis in Figure 2) of the plot satisfy the condition x is greater than y.
2. All the points in the lower cluster (which is nearer to the Xaxis in Figure 2 ) of the plot satisfy the condition x is less than or equal to y.
We attribute the occurrence of a cluster (synonymous with power mode) to its dejining condition'. Based on the above observations, we conclude the following about the power modes in the operation of C5: 0 Power mode 1: The defining condition of this mode is x is greater than y.
'Defining Condition of a power mode is a boolean condition, the satisfiability of which causes the circuit to operate in the corresponding power mode The boolean conditions representing the defining conditions of the two power modes are combined to obtain the PIF for C5.
In order to test the macro-models, we generated a large set of vectors (different from the profiling stimuli) and used the macro-models (conventional and proposed) to estimate the power dissipated by those vectors in C5. In the proposed scheme, given an input vector, we use the PIF to identify the power mode to which the input belongs to. Then, we use the macromodel corresponding to the power mode identified to estimate the power dissipated by it. The Absolute Cycle-by-cycle Error2 (ACE) of macro -modelco,v,,tiona~ was found to be 1.304 and that of macro -modelproposed was observed to be 0.508. This shows that macro -modelproposrd is more accurate that macromodelc,,v,,t;ona~, and improves the estimation accuracy by 61 %.
The above example indicates the potential of power mode based macro-modeling in improving estimation accuracy. The following section presents a detailed description of the proposed techniques and algorithms. less than or equal to y.
Overall Flow of the Process
In this section, we present an overview of the proposed cycleaccurate RTL power macro-modeling procedure. The flowchart in Figure 4 shows the high-level view of the proposed technique.
A macro-model is function which parameterizes the power dissipated in terms of some variables which can be derived from the inputs applied. The macro-model can be built using either analytical techniques [7, 81 or characterization-based techniques [9, 10, 111. Because of its greater accuracy, we use the characterization-based power macro-modeling approach. In this technique, the macro-model is built by using power dissipation information obtained from a lower level implementation. The inputs to the macro-model building stage are a set of vectors and the actual power dissipated by them. We obtain the actual power values, by observing the power dissipated in the gate-level implementation (of the input RTL circuit) by a set of randomly generated vectors known as the projiling stimuli. In our experiments, we used an in-house gate-level power estimation tool, which has been calibrated with SPICE and benchmarked within 10 % of it, to measure the power dissipated. These processes are represented by steps 1 and 2. The profiling stimuli and the power values are given as inputs to step 3. The macro-model built in step 3 is referred to as macro -modelc,,v,,t;ona~. The accuracy 'Absolute Cycle-by-cyle Error (ACE) measures the deviation of the cycle-by-cycle power estimates given by the macro-model from the actual power dissipated (obtained from an accurate low-level power estimator). The formal defination of ACE is given in Section IV. Smaller values of ACE indicate greater is the accuracy of the macro-model estimates. The next operation is to identify the power modes (if any) in the operation of the circuit (step 4). In order to do this, we obtain the power profile of the circuit by plotting the actual power dissipated (Y-axis) versus the macro-model power estimate (X-axis), for all the vectors in the profiling stimuli. The macro -modelco,,,nt;ona~ is used to obtain the "macro-model power estimate" for all the vectors in the profiling stimuli. The presence of clearly demarcated clusters in the resulting plot implies the existence of power modes. Each power mode is represented by a unique cluster, i.e., there is a one-to-one correspondence. In order to separate the points in each cluster, we use an automated process known as the line sweep algorithm described in Section IV. In this algorithm, a line of increasing slope sweeps the profile, starting from the X-axis and ending at the Y-axis. In doing so, it outputs information pertaining to the boundaries of each cluster. This information is used to cleave the profiling stimuli into non-overlapping subsets, where each subset contains vectors belonging to a distinct cluster. Using conventional macro-modeling techniques, we build a macro-model for each power-mode by using its corresponding vector set (step 5). The resulting macro-models are referred to as macro -mode~proposed. ACEproposed3 is representative 3ACEpmposed is function of the ACES of the individual macro-models which make up macro -moddsprOp,,d. It is dependent on the ACE and the number of points in each power mode. The formula is provided in of the accuracy of the estimates given by macro -modelproposecr~ (step 9). If ACEproposcd is less than ACEconvenrional (indicating that the proposed technique has better accuracy than the conventional method) (in step 6, x denotes ACEpraposed and y denotes ACEconve~io,~), we proceed to the next step of building the PIE' (step 8). The proposed macro-modlzling scheme terminates by outputting the macro -mode~propos,~ and the PIE In case, in step 6 , if x is greater than y, then the macro-modeling process is ter. minated and macro -modelconve~;on6,~ is given as the output (step
7).
In order to determine the PIF, we need to first find out the dejn . ing conditions of the power modes identified. This is done by the strength class$cution algorithm. The inputs to this algorithm arc: the clusters identified and the control conditions of the circuit. The control conditions are the obtained firom the "If-then-else" state. ments in the behavioral specification of the complex circuit. For ii given cluster, the algorithm assigns the control condition satisfied by the majority of the points in it, as the defining condition of that cluster. After the defining conditions of all the clusters are determined, the boolean conditions repreaenting them are abstracted, to obtain the PIF for the circuit.
Finally, the usage of the proposed macro-model is shown in macro-models which make up macro -mode~sproposed of the circuit under estimation (The circuit has n power modes of operation). Thus, given an input, the PIF is used to identify the power mode to which it belongs to. Then, the macro-model corresponding to the power mode output by the PIF is used to estimate the power dissipated by the input. 
IV. Implementation of the individual components
In this section, we focus on the implementation details of thc: constituent steps of our macro-modeling technique. This section is divided into four subsections: subsection A describes the theory used for building the cycle-accurate macro-models (blocks 1, ;! and 3 in Figure 4 ), subsection B describes the process of evaluating the accuracy of the conventional and the proposed macromodels (blocks 9 and 10 in Figure 4 ), subsection C details thc identification of the power modes (blocks 4 and 5 in Figure 4) and, finally, subsection D explains the construction of the power mode identification function (block 8 in Figure 4) .
A. Building the Cycle-accurate Power Macro-models
The construction of the macro-model (step 3 in Figure 4 
B. Evaluating the Cycle-accurate Power Macro-models
The quality of the macro-model built is evaluated by using a quantity known as Absolute Cycle-by-cycle Error (ACE). It is defined as the absolute value of the percentage error of the estimated power with respect to the actual power, summed over all the vectors in the profiling stimuli. This measure is given by:
where Prsrm,; is the power estimated by the macro-model for vector i, Pobs,; is the actual power dissipated by vector i and N is the total number of vectors in the profiling stimuli. The value of ACE tells us how precisely the macro-model estimates the cycle-by-cycle power consumption of the circuit (higher values of ACE indicate lower estimation accuracies). The value of ACEconvenr;ona~ is obtained directly using the above formula. The value ofACEpruposed, which represents the accuracy of the proposed approach with multiple macro-models, is computed as follows. ACEprUposed is less than the ACEconve,,r;ona~, it means that the power mode conscious macro-modeling has improved the the accuracy of estimation. Otherwise, the macro -modelcuflv,ntiuna~ is used for estimation. As bome out by the experimental results presented later, macro -modelproposed proves to be a much more accurate estimator than macro -modelco,,,j,n~;un,~.
C. Power Mode Analysis
The power mode analysis step consists of identifying the power modes (if any) of the circuit and separating the vectors (profiling stimuli) into different sets based on their power modes. Highly accurate clustering information can be obtained by plotting the actual power dissipated against the independent variables (macromodeling parameters) that are used to build the macro-models. This plot would clearly reveal the dependence of power on input variables and the combinations thereof. If the macro-model is parameterized on N variables, then the power profile would NI + N2 + ... + Ns = N be a N + 1 dimensional plot (1 is due to the actual power values). However, identifying clusters in N + 1 dimensions becomes computationally infeasible for even moderate values of N . Therefore, we make an "accuracy-computational efficiency" trade-off by reducing the profile to two dimensions. In order to accomplish this trade-off, we plot the power consumption reported by the gate-or transistor-level estimator against the value estimated by macro -model,,,v,,,t;,,, ,a~ for each vector pair in the profiling stimuli. For example, the plot for the component C5 shown in Figure 1 was shown in Figure 2 .
Step A 1 { line t 0; f l a g t 0; num-cluster, startduster, end-cluster t 0; structure CLUSTER (num-cluster,start_cluster,end-cluster); In order to identify the clusters and separate them, we use the line sweep algorithm, whose pseudo-code is shown in Figure 6 . A "sweep line" detects the clusters by sweeping the power profile plot, starting from the X-axis and stopping when it reaches the Y-axis (the angle between the line and the X-axis is incremented in steps of A starting from 0' until it reaches 90'). At each step, we compute a quantity called line-popl, which is the number of points on the line. When line-pop1 exceeds a userspecified threshold Zrart and the f l a g is not set, the start of a cluster is detected. The algorithm notes the starting value of the cluster (srartrlusrer) and the cluster number (num-cluster). It keeps moving in the detected cluster, until the cluster termination condition is satisfied. The termination condition is satisfied when line-pop1 falls below Tend. At termination, the boundary of the cluster is marked (end-cluster). The f l a g is reset and the cluster information CLUSTER(num_clstr, start-clstr, end-clstr) is returned. Based on the angles startduster and endduster, retumed by the algorithm, the vectors belonging to the corresponding cluster (num-cluster) are identified.
Any points that do not fall into any of the identified clusters at the end of the sweep process are assigned to the cluster nearest to them (based on Euclidean distance). The values of Tsrarr and Tend are specified by the user, based on the point density in the clusters and the regions separating the clusters, respectively. Note that the algorithm presented above can be easily modified to also vary the 
D. Building the Power Mode Identification Function
The first step in formulating the power mode identification function (PIF) is to identify the defining conditions corresponding to each power mode. As mentioned before, the control conditions, which arc the inputs to the algorithm, are obtained from the "If-then-else" statements in the behavioral specification of the given RTL component. We use strength classification algorithm (Figure 7 ) to select one of the control conditions to be used as the defining conditions for each power mode. In effect, the control condition satisfied by the largest number of points in a power mode is designated as the defining condition of the power mode.
The defining conditions are represented as a set of boolean conditions. The satisfaction a defining condition implies that the circuit is operating in the corresponding power mode. We use these boolean conditions to formulate the PIE Since the classification is associated with the circuit behavior rather than the input statistics, it is robust, as demonstrated by the experimental results presented in Section V.
Since our macro-model is cycle-accurate, the PIF needs to be invoked at every cycle of operation. This implies that the evaluation of PIF has to be fast, inorder to avoid imposing a performance penalty. Therefore, we represent the PIF as a binary tree structure known as the power mode identification tree (PIT). The internal nodes of the PIT are boolean conditions derived from the PIF and the leaf nodes are the power modes. The PIT is traversed using the input vectors as arguments to the boolean conditions at the nodes. Depending on whether the result of a node boolean condition is true or false, the tree will branch right or left, to another node, respectively. This process continues until a leaf node is reached. The power mode denoted by the leaf node is the power mode to which the given input belongs. The macro-model corresponding to that power mode is used to estimate the power dissipated. Since the PIT is an efficient data structure, the performance overhead is minimal. This fact is illustrated in the results section.
In to order to build the PIT, we need to find out the PIE We illustrate the formulation of the PIF for CS (the example circuit shown in Figure 1) . CS has two 8-bit inputs, x and y. Its power profile showed the existence of two power modes. It has two control conditions: x greater than y (say, cntrcond-1) and classification, we find that cntrcond-1 is the defining condition of power mode 1 and cntrcond-2 is that of power mode 2. Let  (11, x2, x 3 , x4, x5, X6, x7, x g ) denote the bit positions of x , with XI andxs denoting the MSB and LSB respectively. Input y can be defined in a similar manner. The PIF for detecting the power mode 1 of C5 is the OR of the following boollean conditions (assuming x and y represent unsigned integers):
If any given input vector to component C5 satisfies at least one of the above boolean equations, then C5 is said to operate in power mode 1. In a similar fashion, PIF can be obtained for power mode 2 of CS. In the present example, the PIF for power mode 2 is simply the negation of the PIF for power mode 1. The next step consists of translating the PIF into tht: PIT for C5. The resulting PIT is shown in Figure 8 .
In Figure 8 , the nodes (ovals) contain the boolean conditions and the leaf nodes (squares) represent the power modes. For example, suppose the inputs given to C5 are: n = { 1 1010101) and y = {01011010). The first node of the PIT (Figure 8 ) results in a true, thereby the tree will branch to the right. The right child is a leaf node containing 1. This shows [:hat the given inputs belong to power mode 1 of C5. Subsequently, the macro-model corresponding to that power mode can be used for estimating the power consumed. For each of the 7 circuits, we built the macro-models using the proposed techniques, which involve identifying the power modes, building multiple macro-models, and constructing the power mode identification function. For building the macromodels, we used a set of 10000 vectors as the profiling stimuli. For the purpose of comparison, we also built the mucromodelco,ve,t~o~~ for all the circuits. Then, we generated an independent set of 10000 vectors and used it to simulate all the 7 circuits. For each circuit, we measured the following three quantities for each vector: the actual power dissipated (estimated using the NEC OpenCAD cell-based power estimator [ 16]), the power value estimated by macro -modelconventioM~, and the power estimated by macro -mode$,rop,,d. By substituting these three quantities in the formula for Absolute Cycle-by-cycle Error (ACE), we computed the estimation error of the mucro -modelconventiona~ and the macro -modelproposed for each circuit. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 2 . The first column. gives the circuit' name. The second column gives the error in the estimates of macro -modelco,,ve,t~ono~ (shown as Error(conv)). The third column specifies the estimation error of mucro -modelproposed (shown as Error(prop)). The last colummgives the improvement in estimation accuracy obtained by our technique (shown as Im-
The results indicated that our technique significantly improves the accuracy of cycle-by-cycle power. estimation compared! to conventional macro-models (the improvements were as high. as 90.56 %, while the average.improvement was 50 %). We also examined the performance penalty incurred by our technique. This overhead is largely due to the invoking of the power mode identification function (PIF) at every cycle of operation. For the purpose of comparative study, we modeled the PIF in two ways: as boolean equations (brute force approach), and as the power mode identification tree (PIT). For simulation runs involving 10000 vectors, brute force approach had an average overhead of 20.7 seconds over the conventional approach over all the 7 example circuits. The PIT model incurred an average overhead of only 6.04 seconds over the conventional method, indicating a speed-up of about 3X approach over the brute force approach for power mode identification. For example, in the case of C7, the estimation with the conventional macro-model took 13.95 seconds, whereas, the estimation using the proposed macro-model, in which the PIF was modeled as PIT, took 20.2 seconds. In the same example, if the PIF was modeled as plain boolean equations (brute force approach), the estimation took in the excess of 40 seconds.
